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Architectural Geometry by Helmut Pottmann, Michael Hofer, Andreas Asperl & Axel Kilian is Art & Architecture Architectural Geometry is the first book to introduce a revolutionary new approach to design. Geometry lies at the core of the architectural design process. It is omnipresent, from the initial form-finding stages to the actual construction. Modern constructive geometry provides a variety of tools for the efficient design, analysis, and manufacture of complex shapes. This results in new challenges for architecture. However, the architectural application also poses new problems to geometry. Architectural geometry is therefore an entire research area, currently emerging at the border between applied geometry and architecture. Written for students, architects, construction engineers, and industrial designers - Architectural Geometry is a source of inspiration for scientists interested in applications of geometry processing in architecture and art. With over 700 pages, including 2,100 full-color images of built architecture, architectural projects, and artwork, Architectural Geometry takes readers from basic to advanced geometry then leads them to the cutting-edge of research in the architectural geometry field.
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“How To Airbrush Flames & True Fire

By : Stuart Vimpani

How To Master the Art of Painting FlamesAND True Fire in Days... Not Years! You'll Learn All My Custom Painting Secrets! Realistic Flames (True Fire) Learn my fool-proof method for painting true fire! Blows people away! How To Prepare Your Surface The first step in any killer paint job starts with preparing your surface! How To Mask Your Flame Step-by-step like the pros... even on curved surfaces! Pin Striped Flames How to easily create a perfect pin stripe on your flames every time! Glass Flames How to paint flames that look like a blown glass neon tube... truly pops! Embossed flames How to make your flames look like they have been stamped in metal! Mirror Image Flames Discover the time-saving technique for creating a mirror image of your flame! Tribal Flames Transform any flame graphic into a tribal flame... always popular! Overlapping Flames Learn the cool masking trick for creating overlapped flames! Hot Rod Flames How to paint classic hot rod flames in 3 popular styles! Whether You Want to Paint Killer Car Flames or Wicked Motorcycle Graphics for Fun, Profit, or Both... My Easy-to-Follow Guide Removes All The Guesswork!
Drawing Lab for Mixed-Media Artists

By: Carla Sonheim

Carla Sonheim is an artist and creativity workshop instructor known for her fun and innovative projects and techniques designed to help adult students recover a more spontaneous, playful approach to creating. Her innovative ideas are now collected and elaborated on in this unique volume. Carla offers a year's worth of assignments, projects, ideas, and techniques that will introduce more creativity and nonsense into your art and life. Drawing Lab for Mixed-Media Artists offers readers a fun way to learn and gain expertise in drawing through experimentation and play. There is no right or wrong result, yet, the readers gain new skills and confidence, allowing them to take their work to a new level.

Architectural Concept Design

By: Sandu Baciu

This book is presenting a radical approach of the architectural functions based on the construction building capabilities, stretching the details of functionality to its limits, and braking concept of rigidity. As the modern architecture renounced to the unnecessary details, the presented concepts are stripping the unnecessary supporting frames of architectural thinking, breaking the angle detail of the flat surfaces from walls and floors, spiritually.

Procurement in the Construction Industry

By: William Hughes, Patricia M. Hillebr

Do recent moves in the construction industry towards collaborative working and other new procurement procedures really make good business sense? Procurement in the Construction Industry is the result of research into this question and it includes the first rigorous categorizing of the differences between procurement methods currently in use. In the process of carrying out this research, the team has produced a comprehensive study of procurement methods which looks in detail at the relative benefits and costs of different ways of working, with sometimes surprising results. As such, it is not only a valuable guide for practitioners on the complexities of the procurement process, but also an outline of the relevance of economic theory to the construction sector.

The Complete Photo Guide to Hand Lettering and Calligraphy

By: Abbey Sy

Written by best-selling author and hand letterer Abbey Sy, The Complete Photo Guide to Hand Lettering and Calligraphy covers the basics and beyond for creative lettering techniques. The book begins with an overview of tools and materials, both traditional (pointed pen and fountain pen) and modern (including brush markers and chalk), then presents a visual glossary of letterforms, highlights the unique characteristics of the featured alphabets, and demonstrates how to draw letterforms to foster an understanding of how they're created. The core chapters explore traditional, modern, and special effects lettering using a variety of mark-making tools, with in-depth how-to on
adding flourishes and other special details, plus creative projects. There’s also an introduction to modifying and creating letterforms digitally, as well as practice sheets for the featured alphabets. So whether you’ve never tried lettering before or you’d like to develop your skills and consider all your creative options, The Complete Photo Guide to Hand Lettering and Calligraphy will guide and inspire you on your lettering journey.

The Art of Drawing Fantasy Characters

By: Jacob Glaser
Enter the fantastic imagination of artist Jacob Glaser as you learn how to draw everything from an alien lord and a werewolf to a jester and a black knight. In this 144-page book, you'll learn how to draw fantasy characters that you didn't even know existed--except in the far-reaching corners of your mind. After being introduced to the basic tools and techniques of pencil drawing, you'll discover 60 easy-to-follow, step-by-step demonstrations, including a robot attack pod, Frankenstein, a vampire bat, an evil sorcerer, a barbarian warrior, and a damsel in distress. Many projects include a digitally colored final and color palettes so you can see just one of the many ways you can bring your characters to live in vivid color.

The Painter in Oil

By: Daniel Burleigh Parkhurst
Books of instruction in the practice of painting It is the purpose of this book to deal practically with the problems which are the study of the painter and to make clear, as far as may be, the principles which are involved in them. It helps the student towards becoming a good painter.

Mañana estiva

By: Jose Carlos Soto
Este segundo numero de “Carpa” vuelve a rescatar de los archivos un viejo proyecto de Jose Carlos Soto: “Mañana estival”, un proyecto fotográfico comenzado allá por el año 2000 y en el que por primera vez el autor empleaba para trabajar sus fotografías un pequeño programa de tratamiento de imágenes para la manipulación de las fotografías realizadas durante ese año y el posterior. Un programa destinado a dotar a las imágenes del aspecto de antiguas fotografías, un viaje atrás en el tiempo inmediato, mas cercano a la ilusión que a la realidad, simple banal apariencia, pero en el que el autor supo descubrir una infinita suerte de alternativas poéticas.

Rock My Soul Easy Piano Sheet Music

By: Traditional African American
Traditional African American Spiritual for Easy Piano A SilverTonalities Arrangement! Easy Note Style Sheet Music Letter Names of Notes embedded in each Notehead!
Architectural geometry is an area of research which combines applied geometry and architecture,[1] which looks at the design, analysis and manufacture processes. See also: Computer-aided design (CAD). Computer-aided architectural design (CAAD) software programs are the repository of accurate and comprehensive records of buildings and are used by architects and architectural companies. The first program was installed back in the 1960s, to help architects save time instead of drawing their blueprints. Geometric-Placement. Mod for Don’t Starve and Don't Starve Together. Here’s a video explaining the idea and usage of the mod. Credits to zkm2erjfdb and Levorto for writing the original single-player versions (Architectural Geometry and Assisted Geometry). This mod is a replacement for those mods; if you have one of them enabled as well, unpredictable things will happen. Installation. Architectural geometry is therefore an entire research area, currently emerging at the border between applied geometry and architecture. This book has been written as a textbook for students of architecture or industrial design. It comprises material at all levels, from the basics of geometric modeling to the cutting edge of research. During the architectural journey through geometry, topics typically reserved for a mathematically well-trained audience are addressed in an easily understandable way.
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